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Why is lean construction important?
Construction is the laggard industry



1900 1920 1940 1960 1980 2000 2020

Lean principles over the years

Walter Shewhart Cycle of 
continuous improvement 
(Plan, Do, Check, Act)

W. Edwards Deming teaches 
statistical methods to 
Japanese following WWII

Taiichi Ohno develops 
Toyota Production System 
(Precursor to LEAN)

Joseph Juran popularizes 
pareto principle while 
working in Japan post WWII

Henry Ford used division of labor 
and formalization of business 
processes at Ford Motor Company

Frederick Taylor applies 
statistics to understand 
business processes 

Genichi Taguchi publishes 
Taguchi methods ‐ using 
statistics to maximize outputs 
and understand interactions

Motorola creates Six Sigma, a 
set of tools and techniques 
for process improvement.

Lean ideology is combined 
with Six Sigma and applied to 
many industries outside of 
manufacturing.

Agile / scrum emerges as a best practice in 
software development.

Last Planner emerges in construction using agile 
principles to manage field planning

Agile Planning

Last Planner System



Lean Principles:

Adopt a long term philosophy, Create flow & bring problems to surface,  Create pull systems, Level out workload, Culture of stopping to fix 
problems, Establish best practices and iterate, Use visualization to identify problems, Start with why, Grow leaders who live and can teach 

lean,  Respect network of partners,  Go and see for yourself, Make decisions slowly by consensus, Become a learning organization

Industry Agnostic
Best Practices (Examples)

Value stream analysis, PDCA, Root cause analysis, Hypothesis testing, Just in time, +/Deltas, etc. 

Manufacturing

Andon
SMED

Kanban (inventory mgmt.)
Work cell design

Takt time
Etc.

Software Development

Scrum
Agile teams

Kanban (workflow board)
Burndown metrics

DevOps
Etc.

Why?

What?

How?

Construction

CBA
Cluster teams
Last planner

PPC
Constraint logs

Agile office (supporting LPS 
field)

“How” we implement lean concepts varies greatly by industry 
(and company)





Schedule 
documentation

Collaborative 
Conversation

The biggest challenge in lean project delivery.... CULTURE CHANGE



@ Webcor uses lean philosophy to improve both project delivery and 
our corporate value stream



Asking the right question is key 

Yes… Lean increases efficiency and margins, but profitability is not why we strive to be lean

Other reasons:

Increased morale 
Partnerships and repeat work
Sustainability (people, planet, etc) 
Joy in work
Larger purpose
Evolving / learning as a team
Responsiveness to change
Respect for people
Psychological safety



Agenda

This presentation will address the following questions:

 Why did you choose to incorporate lean principles in to your project delivery?
 What key components of Lean delivery have you incorporated in to your 

minimum requirements?
 Do you think the incorporation of Lean tools has increased your project 

delivery costs?
 Any best practices or lessons learned that you would like to share.

Questions and Discussion
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 The traditional design and construction process is broken, especially for complex 
projects. 
‐ Handoffs create quality problems, and delays lead to claims and avoidance of responsibility
‐ Production management model flawed, out of step with contemporary practice

 What makes Lean construction more successful than traditional models? 
‐ Design and construction of complex multi-use clinical and scientific buildings requires 

collaborative project delivery framework, Lean gives this approach a production management 
methodology.

‐ Lean Construction creates frameworks for productive collaboration across all disciplines, 
supply chains, and processes, acceptance of responsibility, a clear path for creation of value  

 What must we do to successfully employ Lean in design and construction? 
‐ Deep restructuring of design and construction process, as well as internal management 

procedures
‐ Adoption of Lean management principles, apply to design and construction as well as 

operations
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Why Lean Construction?



 Lean Design & Construction pilot projects successfully completed at a 
scale where outcomes are not in doubt:
‐ Cardiovascular Research Building, Regeneration Medicine Building, Mission Bay 

Hospital, Mission Hall, HSIR 7 & 8 FL Lab Renovations, Anatomy Teaching Lab all 
completed successfully – roughly $2.3 Billion TPC, on time, no significant 
claims

 UCSF has started our own internal Lean journey
‐ End-to-end value stream mapping to remove wasted work, unneeded time, and 

improve focus on customer objectives
‐ Standardization of work
‐ Staff training and investment in business tools
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Where Is UCSF In This Process?



 Major Projects
‐ Parnassus Renewal (planning underway includes Parnassus Hospital, HSIR Towers, 

Medical Sciences, UC Hall Seismic) 
‐ Parnassus Hospital
‐ SFGH Seismic Replacement

 Complex Renewal & DM Programs; Active small projects roster of 200-300 
projects at any one time

 Internal process improvement initiatives – across UCSF, including Facilities, 
EH&S, IT Systems, Campus Life Services; Police & Security, project delivery; 

 UCSF has begun to adopt Lean Healthcare as our operating model for 
healthcare delivery – also provides context for administrative reform and 
institutional improvement efforts
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UCSF Next Five Years
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Collaborative Project Delivery 
Strategies and Techniques



 Integrated, Collaborative Project 
Delivery

 Lean Project Delivery System
‐ Taming Workflow Variability
‐ Target Value Design
‐ Eliminating Waste
‐ Building Information Modeling
‐ Last Planner System
‐ Pull Planning
‐ Big Room/Work Sequencing

‐ Pull Planning Outcomes
‐ Information Center Meetings
‐ 5S Activities and Visual 

Management
‐ Standardized Work
‐ Error-Proofing (or Poka Yoke)
‐ Just-In-Time
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Selected Topics in Lean Construction
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Integrated Project Delivery
Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) is a project delivery approach that integrates people, 
systems, business structures and practices into a process that collaboratively harnesses the 
talents and insights of all participants to optimize project results, increase value to the owner, 
reduce waste, and maximize efficiency. (AIA Definition)
 Integrated Project Delivery reduces project-level risk by creating a climate of trust 

and shared responsibility within the project team. 
 Owner participation in an Integrated Team is essential.
 An Owner places trust in the team through participating in shared governance.
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What is a Lean Project 
Delivery System?

The overlapping triangles describe 
the direct activities of  delivering the 
project across the entire project life 
cycle.

Each triangle points down to the 
color-coded suite of  activities at each 
Lean project phase. Each phase 
consists of  multiple activities.

Production Control and Work 
Structuring are meta-activities that 
take place across the entire project.

Critically, Lean Management is based 
on people learning to do things 
better. Learning loops are essential 
for this.
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The overarching objective of  Lean 
project delivery (or Lean 
manufacturing, or other forms of  
Lean enterprise) is to smooth the 
variability in the workflow by 
addressing the causes of  that 
variability. 

This diagram shows how the 
amplitude of  variation is reduced 
over time, resulting in a smoother, 
more predictable (and hence more 
productive) flow of  work.

Taming Workflow Variability
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Reducing Amplitude of  Variation: Cardiovascular Research Building
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Target Value Design
A disciplined management practice to be used 
throughout the phases of a project to assure that the 
facility meets the operational needs and values of the 
owner, is delivered within the allowable budget, and 
promotes innovation throughout the process to increase 
value and eliminate waste.
Forms of TVD:
 Focus on Operational Value – where the design 

of a facility is optimized around maximizing 
operational ROI for a given investment value. 

 Focus on Asset Performance – where the design 
of a facility is optimized around maximizing building 
performance for a given investment value.

 TVD is a design process with go/no-go gates 
between phases and ROI objectives for each.

TVD is a much more sophisticated enterprise than 
Value Engineering, and helps avoid the risk of 
overshooting the budget and of not maximizing 
value for the customer
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UCSF Mission Bay Block 23A
Construction Cluster Status

Friday, August  10, 2018

0.00%, $41,761,293

0.00%, $4,589,236

0.00%, $3,261,108

, $21,053,324

1.00%, $7,008,569

0.50%, $11,649,684

0.25%, $7,825,526

0.25%, $45,215,783

0.25%, $3,637,978

0.25%, $37,975,902

0.25%, $18,453,180

0.00%, $3,915,693

0.75%, $54,864,386

0.10%, $27,903,394

0.10%, $44,716,459

$41,261,293

$6,849,481

$3,245,830

$21,137,433

$6,718,291

$11,934,316

$8,073,805

$45,311,938

$3,752,478

$38,129,574

$18,439,205

$3,995,693

$55,796,372

$28,119,199

$43,947,041

$41,761,000

$4,589,000

$3,261,000

$15,600,000

$6,938,000

$11,591,000

$7,806,000

$45,103,000

$3,629,000

$37,881,000

$18,407,000

$3,916,000

$54,453,000

$27,875,000

$44,672,000

Phase 1 & 2 Fees and MU

Total Labor Escalation

Insurances

Contingency

General Requirements

Sitework

Equipment & Furnishings

Electrical

Fire Protection

HVAC

Plumbing

Conveying

Interiors

Exterior Enclosures

Structure

$327.5M MAC ClusterTarget Previous Estimate % Over Target, Current Estimate

Contingency reduced to 6% of Construction Cost of Work
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Eliminating Waste in the Design & Construction Process
The elimination of work which does not add value for the customer. An activity that all project team members 
should engage in openly. Waste is defined as: 

‐ Waiting – for materials, for design information or specifications, for others to finish their part of a job, for 
inspection and/or signoff.

‐ Overproduction – Producing more of something than is actually required by the customer, or working on items 
out of sequence in such a way that they may need to be reworked later.

‐ Rework – Any job or portion of a job which doesn’t conform to specifications or doesn’t meet quality standards 
and has to be rebuilt.

‐ Motion – The movement of people around the site is a form of waste (of time and productive capacity).
‐ Transportation – Likewise, moving materials, tools and equipment around the site is a form of waste.
‐ Over Processing – Producing work to a specification higher than what is needed for the job.
‐ Inventory – Too much inventory or too little. If too much, the inventory physically impedes the flow of work and 

has to be moved out of the way (transportation waste); if too little the smooth flow of materials into the job is 
interrupted (waiting waste).

Attention to these issues helps avoid the financial risk of paying for work that does not add value. 
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Building Information Modeling
Most broadly, the process of generating and managing building data during the life cycle of a building. 
 BIM uses three-dimensional (3D), real-time, dynamic building modeling software. 
 BIM includes building geometry, spatial relationships, geographic information, and quantities and 

properties of building components. 
 BIM can include four-dimensional (4D) simulations to see how part or all of the facility is intended to 

be built and 5D capability for model-based estimating. BIM provides the platform for simultaneous 
conversations related to the design of the "product" and its delivery process.

BIM directly addresses the risks inherent in coordination, because the tool is good enough to 
avoid passing coordination risk (which naturally belongs with the Designers and Builders) to the 
Owner. 
UCSF Lean contract languages firmly places coordination risks (and attendant schedule risks) on 
the GC.
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Last Planner System and 
‘Last Planners’
The collaborative, commitment-based planning system that 
integrates should-can-will-did planning (pull planning, 
make-ready look-ahead planning with constraint analysis, 
weekly work planning based upon reliable promises, and 
learning based upon analysis of PPC and Reasons for 
Variance.
Who are the Last Planners?
 The person or group that makes assignments to direct 

workers. 

 Project Architect and ‘discipline lead’ are common 
names for last planners in design processes. 

 ‘Superintendent’ or ‘foremen’ are common names for 
last planners in construction processes.
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The Last Planner system places risk for design and construction workflow planning on the project team.
The Owner must participate in the planning process and pursue tasks required of  the owner with the same rigor and adherence to 
deadlines as other project team members.   



Pull Planning
A method of advancing work when the next in line customer is ready to use it. A "Request" from the customer signals that 
the work is needed and is "pulled" from the performer. Pull releases work when the system is ready to use it. Working from 
a target completion date (milestone) backward, tasks are defined and sequenced so that their completion releases work.
 Work tasks, information flows, and material deliveries are planned and scheduled based on the requests of 

downstream customers. Pull scheduling often exposes the need for smaller batches, Just-In-Time delivery, improved 
leveling of resources, and reduced lead times. Workflow becomes more reliable as the waste of waiting, redundancy, 
and over processing are eliminated

 Get the right people there. Pull planning sessions must include the people who supervise design and construction on a daily 
basis. You need the people who know what can and cannot actually be accomplished.

 No substitutes. Having a substitute for a key individual definitely hampers the ability to complete the pull planning session.

 Promote a global understanding. Everyone needs to thoroughly understand the work. Not just their own scope of work but the 
scopes of work of other trades. Why? Because on a construction project the various trades are inter-dependent on one another 
and each individual must know the preceding and succeeding trades to contribute.

 Lay out the Conditions of Satisfaction (COS) first. Every attendee must be on board for which COS are required to meet the 
deadline. The difference between what is 100% required for COS what may not be required is important so that the right 
resources can be assigned to the right tasks without any wasted effort.

 Pull planning directly addresses and rectifies creation of schedule risk engendered by use of top-down scheduling. 
 Pull planning establishes the schedule milestones and overall delivery plan within each milestone period used by the 

last Planner system for more granular production management. 
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Big Room: Weekly Work Plan/Sequencing
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Information Center Meetings
The Integrated Big Room is an on-site co-location space that physically brings together designers, builders, and often 
facility operators to work together. 
Meetings (huddles) are held at any appropriate frequency (usually weekly) with all team members in attendance or by 
phone to review progress over the week, current issues/problems, any mid-course adjustments required, etc.  This is 
where the Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle is also employed to ensure things don’t fester/languish without being quickly 
addressed.
 Information Center Meetings address the risks created by lack of communication within the project team.
 Communication builds contextual awareness among project team members, which supports mutual respect 

and the common effort required for daily and weekly production planning using Last Planner.
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5S Activities and Visual Management
 5S: A class of activities undertaken to maintain the workplace in good order so that work can be accomplished 

efficiently and with good morale. The organization of the workplace reflects upon the work being done there and 
communicates values to the people working there. The five S’s are: 
‐ Sort (making sure that sufficient materials and the proper tools are at hand to accomplish the work, but not more 

than is needed); 
‐ Set (how to organize the worksite so that needed materials, tools, and equipment are in the best and safest 

locations); 
‐ Shine (maintaining the worksite cleanly and in good order); 
‐ Standardize (achieving within the team the standard to which the workplace will be kept, photographing it and 

displaying the photographs so that all are clear on how the jobsite should be kept up); and 
‐ Sustain (the work that project or program leadership must undertake to communicate standards to everyone, and 

the expectations that these will be met).
 Visual Management: Placing tools, parts, production activities, plans, schedules, measures and performance 

indicators in plain view, assures that the status of the system can be understood at a glance by everyone involved and 
actions taken locally in support of system objectives.

5S activities and visual management address a range of risks created by sloppy jobsite organization, poor or 
lackadaisical communications with the workforce, and unstandardized work. Including this in the UCSF lean 
contracts gives the CM/GC tools for rigorous enforcement of jobsite standards.
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5S Activities and Visual Management
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Standardized Work
Standardizing work tasks increases productivity within overall workflow by having an agreed-upon Best practice for each 
specific work task. Standardizing work is the foundation for continuous improvement, and also confers the benefit of 
allowing processes to be balanced and ensure that no-one is overloaded or under-utilized. The workers themselves have 
the responsibility for standardizing their own work by recording the safest and best way to achieve the desired quality 
outcomes in the most efficient manner.
Standardized work is one of the most powerful but least used lean tools. By documenting the current best practice, 
standardized work forms the baseline for kaizen or continuous improvement. As the standard is improved, the new 
standard becomes the baseline for further improvements, and so on. Improving standardized work is a never-ending 
process.
Basically, standardized work consists of three elements:
 Takt time, which is the rate at which products must be made in a process to meet customer demand.
 The precise work sequence in which an operator performs tasks within takt time.
 The standard inventory, including units in production, required to keep the process operating smoothly.
Standardized work is a powerful tool for achieving quality standards, smoothing variability in workflow, and 
creating dependable task relationships and durations in the Last Planner process. Standardized work addresses 
the risk of the “Oklahoma Land Rush” approach to project workflow.
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Error-Proofing or Poka Yoke
Poka Yoke is a Japanese term for mistake-proofing a method or device. The concept was developed to prevent an error or 
defect from occurring or being passed on to the next operation in a production sequence. 
Poka-Yoke is a device or method that prevents people from making mistakes. The word in Japanese means mistake 
proofing or error proofing. (Toyota System definition: http://www.thetoyotasystem.com/lean_inventions/poka_yoke-you-
can%E2%80%99t-go-wrong.php)
 Mistake proofing is particularly well-suited for the AEC industry with its low-volume and mixed production systems 

where statistical quality control methods cannot be implemented due to lack of data, and/or un-timeliness of findings 
that result from after-the fact data processing. 

 Mistake proofing requires a different way of thinking about production processes and their constituent operations
 Once practitioners have learned to recognize mistake-proofing practices and devices, their new mind-set will enable 

them to spot numerous opportunities available to mistake proof their workplace. 
 Many opportunities can be implemented at a minimal cost.
Conscious mistake-proofing of work processes helps manage the risk of designing and/or building work that 
adds no value to the project. The cost burden of non-value-added work drives suboptimal or downright hostile 
behavior in traditional project delivery.
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Just-in-Time
A system for producing or delivering the right amount of parts or product at the time it is needed for production. ("JIT"). A
JIT production process produces only what is needed, when it is needed, and in the amount needed – no more, no less. In 
doing so, JIT is inherently a Pull system that responds to actual customer demand, committing only the resources needed 
to fulfill the customer’s needs. This, in turn, leads to reduced inventory, enhanced human productivity, better equipment 
utilization, shorter lead times, fewer errors, and higher morale.
Just-in-Time logistics (including logistics of delivery of information as well as of materials) helps avoid the following forms of 
waste:

‐ Waiting – for materials, for design information or specifications, for others to finish their part of a job, for 
inspection and/or signoff.

‐ Motion – The movement of people around the site is a form of waste (of time and productive capacity).
‐ Transportation – Likewise, moving materials, tools and equipment around the site is a form of waste.
‐ Inventory – Too much inventory or too little. If too much, the inventory physically impedes the flow of work and 

has to be moved out of the way (transportation waste); if too little the smooth flow of materials into the job is 
interrupted (waiting waste).

Waste is a cost to the project and inherently without value; the cost of this waste drives suboptimal or even 
hostile behavior by project participants. All forms of waste create financial risk and suboptimal use of resources 
within the project.



Conclusions
UCSF has successfully adopted a number of Lean design and construction principles and used them successfully in its 
capital program delivery processes. 
Compared to traditional project delivery, the benefits have included on-time delivery of complex laboratory and hospital 
projects; stable, competitive costs; improved quality and building performance; and avoidance of claims. 
Additional Resources
 Lean Construction Institute http://www.leanconstruction.org/

 Project Production Systems Laboratory, UC Berkeley http://p2sl.berkeley.edu/

 International Group for Lean Construction http://www.iglc.net/

 The Lean Construction Lighthouse https://www.msu.edu/~tariq/Lean_Stuff.html

 Association of General Contractors Lean Construction Forum http://agcleanforum.org/

 Constructing Excellence (UK) http://www.constructingexcellence.org.uk/

 The Toyota Way – Jeffrey Liker, McGraw Hill

 Kaizen and the Art of Creative Thinking – Shigeo Shingo, PCS Press

 Product Development for the Lean Enterprise – Michael Kennedy, Oaklea Press

 Freedom from Command & Control – Rethinking Management for Lean Service – John Seddon, Productivity Press
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Questions? 
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Dolby Institute for Regeneration Medicine
2007-2010
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Dolby Regeneration Medicine Building
• 68,000 GSF 

molecular biology lab
• 1:1 or steeper slope
• 2 years to complete 

design and build 
building

• Delivered on time
• Delivered on budget
• No claims
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Cardiovascular Research Building (CVRB)
2006-2010
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Cardiovascular Research Building (CVRB)
(2006-2010)
• 235,000 GSF 

Biomedical Research 
Lab, 25,000 gsf vivarium 
component, H8 
occupancy

• 30 month contractual 
construction duration, 
including deep piling

• Completed 3 months 
ahead of schedule, 
under budget, no claims, 
excellent quality

• No claims
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Mission Hall
2012-2014
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Mission Hall
• 265,000 gsf office and 

classroom building
• 18 months for construction; 2 

years 9 months overall from 
inception to handover

• On time
• On budget
• No claims
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UCSF Medical Center at Mission Bay
2005-2015
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(2005-2015)
• 900,000 gsf complex, 

including 3 hospital 
components (Women’s 
Children’s, Cancer, overall 
289 beds), Outpatient 
Building, Energy Center

• Completed and opened on 
time and under budget, 
excellent quality, cutting-edge 
facility

• No claims

UCSF Medical Center at Mission Bay
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(2011-2012)
• 6,500 gsf complex, 

including 3,500 gsf 
classroom space holding 
>175 students and faculty

• Centerpiece of first-year 
medical education

• Completed and opened 
on time and on budget, 
excellent quality, 
transformed facility

UCSF School of  Medicine Anatomy Teaching Lab
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Mission Bay Block 23A Neurosciences
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Center for Vision Neurosciences at Block 33


